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Paste and Thickened Tailings – A Guide (Third Edition)
Following on from the first edition released in 2002 and the second in 2006, the Australian Centre for 
Geomechanics is delighted to release the third edition of ‘Paste and Thickened Tailings – A Guide’. 
This publication explores the significant advances in technology that have taken place since the 
second edition was published in 2006.

In 1999 the ACG initiated the series of international seminars on paste and thickened tailings. This influential and respected 
annual event continues to provide a valuable forum for international tailings and mine waste practitioners to explore, learn and 
share advances in paste and thickened tailings and, increasingly important, water conservation and environmental stewardship.

These proceedings include papers on mine backfill, thickening, transport and disposal of tailings, rheology, and the rapidly 
emerging field of inline injection of polymers at discharge. Pumps are a vital component in the transport of tailings, and the 
evolution of modern pumps feature in three papers. Although largely empirical, beach slope prediction is being given considerable 
deserved attention in recent times. A number of papers address this topic. From the inception of this series of seminars, they 
have been directed strongly towards industry personnel, and numerous papers in these proceedings present case studies that 
should be of major interest to practitioners. Authors include consultants, mine operators and the manufacturers of equipment for 
thickening and transporting tailings. 

This volume contains the 47 papers presented at the Paste 2015 Seminar. 
The hardbound publication is published as high quality black and white 
proceedings containing 598 pages. An electronic full colour copy is also 
available.

Keynote authors: 
• Peter Scales, The University of Melbourne, Australia
• Gordon McPhail, SLR Consulting Australia Pty Ltd, Australia

Content:
• Thickening
• Rheology
• Transport
• Underground issues 
• Beach slope prediction 
• Above ground disposal

Purchase these publications or individual papers by visiting www.acg.uwa.edu.au/shop

18th International Seminar on Paste and  
Thickened Tailings Proceedings

5–7 May 2015  |  Cairns, Queensland  |  Australia
(ISBN 978-0-9924810-1-8)
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The ACG acknowledges the contribution of the 
paper authors and reviewers to the development of 
this publication.
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Your order

For the ACG event schedule please visit:
www.acg.uwa.edu.au/events/currentThe customer is responsible for all bank fees and charges applicable to sales, 

including money transfers, currency conversions, importing, custom duties or other 
charges that may arise from this transaction.

Australian prices
(includes GST and courier delivery)

Pricing schedule Qty AUD
Standard (Book or USB) __ $198 ea

Affiliate Member (Book or USB) __ $176 ea

Full-time student (Book or USB) __ $99 ea

Both book and USB __ $88 additional

Overseas prices
(includes courier delivery)

Pricing schedule Qty AUD
Standard __ $220 ea

Full-time student __ $125 ea

Both book and USB __ $90 additional

Please select proceedings format
(If none of the below boxes are ticked, a book will be sent)

Book (hardbound) 

Electronic (USB) 

Both book and USB 

Delivery details
Ordered goods and receipt will be sent to the street address provided below.  
Please print clearly to avoid courier delivery errors. *denotes mandatory fields. 

*Title (Mr, Mrs, Miss, Ms, Dr, Prof., Other)  _________________________________________________

*Family Name ________________________________________________________________________________

*First Name ___________________________________________________________________________________

Position _______________________________________________________________________________________

Organisation __________________________________________________________________________________

Mine/Dept ____________________________________________________________________________________

*Street Address _______________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

*City ___________________________________________________________________________________________

*State _________________________________________________________ *Postcode ____________________

*Country ______________________________________________________________________________________

*Phone ________________________________________________________________________________________

Fax _____________________________________________________________________________________________

Mobile _________________________________________________________________________________________

*Email _________________________________________________________________________________________

Payment details
All orders must be prepaid in Australian dollars – credit card only. Purchase orders 
are not accepted. GST is included where applicable. ABN 37 882 817 280 

Total payment AUD __________________________

Credit Card: Visa   Mastercard  

Card Number                      

Expiry Date:  _____ / _____ 

Name of Cardholder _________________________________________________________ (Please print) 

Signature _____________________________________________________________________________________

To purchase other publications and training products produced 
by the ACG, please visit: www.acg.uwa.edu.au/shop

All prices quoted are in Australian dollars.
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Discounts will be calculated and applied by the ACG when 
processing your order (if applicable). You are eligible to receive a 
discount if one of the following applies:

1. Your organisation is an ACG Corporate Affiliate Member, 
check: www.acg.uwa.edu.au/corp_affiliates

2. You are currently enrolled as a full-time student. A copy 
of your enrolment transcript (in English) is required as 
proof of current enrolment.

3. You order multiple items (minimum 3).
Full terms and conditions of sale available at:
www.acg.uwa.edu.au/shop/cos

	 My	organisation	is	an	Affiliate	Member,	please	process	my	
order with the discounted pricing.

	 I	am	a	full-time	student,	and	I	have	attached	my	enrolment	
transcript,	please	process	my	order	with	the	discounted	
pricing.

Please note that the hardbound book is black and white, 
while the USB version is full colour.


